Nanoelectronic devices will incorporate science derived from single molecular break junctions, but only aer the science of molecular-electrode contacts is better understood. Debate surrounds the mechanical and electrical properties of single molecular break junctions (SMBJs); and much of this concerns nonequilibrium contact geometry irregularities. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Fluctuations in the plateaus of SMBJs have been attributed to shot noise, 8 or 1/f noise, 9 but the dynamic nature of break junctions suggests close kinship between force and conductance in break junction measurements. Variable junction trajectories in SMBJs require researchers resort to statistical methods to determine expected values of molecular conductance and forces with standard deviation, 10 despite the observation that the statistics of SMBJs should be treated not as ensemble average measurements, but as time-dependent single molecular spectroscopy measurements.
11 Conductance 1D histograms (C-1DH) have been used to study SMBJs to determine most likely molecular conductances.
12 C-1DHs, however, provide limited understanding of the nature of SMBJs because larger trends overwhelm small details, even when displacement is accounted for in analysis. 13 Kirchhoff's superposition law results in a sum of the relatively large molecular conductance and the relatively small conductance changes due to contact reorientation.
14 Oen these small conductance perturbations are less than 0.1Â the magnitude of the single molecular conductance. The central question in this letter is whether statistical techniques can distinguish signi-cant contact modulations from background noise once the larger molecular conductance is removed. These techniques must preserve details of the time-dependent molecular spectroscopy, but still provide robustness and statistical condence by averaging numerous individual traces of large data sets.
Time series analysis (TSA) has recently been adapted for SMBJs, 15, 16 and for other force related molecular studies in the past few decades. 17, 18 Autocorrelation, one TSA technique, was applied to SMBJ data creating a conductance two-dimensional autocorrelation histogram (C-2DACH) which revealed correlations between pairs of conductance values from the data set.
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This is a powerful tool to discover information about the molecule and contact geometry in the break junction. It is suggested that this technique will be useful in investigating room temperature shot-noise. 8 Autocorrelation is in a class of TSA devoted to single variable measurements, and is a single dimensional analysis. But it is a step towards multivariate TSA. The added dimension of a second variable, along with the TSA tools to analyze such data, provides insights into the nature of SMBJs.
Understanding of relationships between peaks in C-1DHs has improved with recent use of C-2DACH. 20 Binning force or conductance versus displacement traces into a 2D histogram grid (F-2DH or C-2DH) was also shown to be a useful tool to reveal details about the break point and nal conductance in SMBJs. 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] This, especially when used in conjunction with the C-2DACH technique, was used in the past to determine a 4,4 0 -bipyridine (4,4 0 -bpy) molecule in a SMBJ can be oriented in one of two ways, each with a unique conductance value. 20 This phenomenon showed on a C-1DH as separate peaks and on a C-2DACH as an anticorrelated region at the intersection of the two conductances. Expanding the C-2DACH to a multivariate forceconductance two-dimensional crosscorrelation histogram (FC-2DCCH) distinguishes characteristics of force traces which are statistically correlated with characteristics from conductance traces (and vice versa).
Herein, the C-2DACH technique is expanded to its multivariate equivalent, the FC-2DCCH, adding the second dimension of force to a powerful data analysis technique already being applied to conductance. The technique is then applied to a representative data set of about 100 conductance-mode atomic force spectroscopy (CM-AFM) SMBJ measurements of 4,4 0 -bpy ( Fig. 1) . This letter provides a proof-of-concept that the calculated correlated magnitudes of detailed modulations in force and conductance plateaus are comparable to ab initio investigations focused on trajectories of molecule-Au junctions reported in the literature. 13, [23] [24] [25] This suggests that FC-2DCCH has the ability to discern miniature but signicant uctuations in force and conductance traces and allow deductions about sources and causes of those modulations.
A Au-4,4 0 -bpy-Au break junction, Fig. 1(d 
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The saw tooth shape of the force traces yielded a poorly dened force 1D histogram (F-1DH). However, by removing the common slope, related to the constant rate of retraction of the cantilever, the saw tooth shape Fig. 1(a) ] using the formula f
. This emphasized the at force plateaus coinciding with the conductance plateaus, and had a negligible effect on the magnitude of step height change and modulations because these changes are abrupt and local. The prominent peak in Fig 4,4 0 -bpy is exploited for SMBJs because of its rigid structure which orients itself vertically within Au-Au break junctions due to Au-H repulsion. 24 This orientation allows conductance to be measured longitudinally across the two benzene rings. Conductance modulations in phenyldithiolate never exceeded 1 Â 10 À5 G 0 in Hartree-Fock simulations, 30 suggesting that Au contacts will be the most likely source of conductance modulations, and not the aromatic rings of 4,4 0 -byp. As a consequence, the conductance modulations studied in this letter are expected to be due to adjustments occurring in the contacts as the junction progresses. Certain reorientations of 4,4 0 -bpy junctions will not be considered because the large changes involved are comparable to the changes involved when a molecule is removed from the junction entirely, and because they have been discussed elsewhere. Autocorrelation H calculates the scaled covariance between two elements: (1) bin i of one trace histogram g i (l) compared with the mean g i (l) l of bin i from all the trace histograms and (2) bin j of the same sample g j (l) compared with the mean g j (l) l of bin j from all of the samples using eqn (1) 
Usually autocorrelation takes a time-varying signal and offsets it in time, so that i and j represent moments in time where j is a time lagged behind (or before when the lag is negative) i, and then calculates the degree with which the signal and its offset are linearly dependent. However, for this analysis, the histograms are being used instead of the signal, and therefore in Fig. 2(c) i and j represent different binned units of conductance where j is lagged, or offset, from i by a certain amount of bins of conductance. The algorithm runs through all possible lags, from a lag of 0G 0 when i ¼ j, to a maximum lag determined by the bin with the largest value of conductance in the histograms. This is why the diagonal of Fig. 2(b) is 1: when the lag is 0G 0 , there is a perfect correlation between each histogram and itself. As stated previously, eqn (1) is essentially a 1D analysis, in terms of the variable g. Eqn (1) was used to calculate Fig. 2(b) and (c) , where the intensity plot ranges from À1 (anticorrelated) in black to 1 (correlated) in white. Autocorrelation is a useful tool in discovering repeating patterns in a single signal, or in a multiple samples of a single variable to determine if the signal is noise or information.
Eqn (2) calculates correlation r of two variables without a lag, where
Bin i of variable f was only compared with bin i of variable g. Because there is no offset, it is not benecial to plot this in a 2D grid, although this is now a 2D analysis. Correlation calculates how much two variables depend upon one another at each point.
Finally, crosscorrelation r reintroduces the lag from autocorrelation into the correlation calculation for two variables using eqn (3):
In other words, autocorrelation is the special case when a variable is crosscorrelated with itself, and correlation is the special case when i ¼ j for two variables. For Fig. 2(d) , the conductance array was substituted for one of the arrays in the force calculation to result in a FC-2DCCH. The result is a calculation for the correlation (anticorrelation) between a measured value of conductance and a measured value of force. Specically, this is a crosscorrelation calculation between two variables with the second variable offset by incrementing lag as with autocorrelation. Correlated regions are found at the loci of the conductance and force values associated with each of the plateaus.
Two dimensional autocorrelation histograms for both force (F-2DACH) and conductance were created [ Fig. 2(b) and (c) ]. Noticeable features in Fig. 2(b) were the bands of anticorrelation parallel to the center diagonal of width 0.7 nN. This was the average separation between adjacent force plateaus in the constant-slope adjusted-force traces. A similar feature was observed in Fig. 2(c) in which a separation of about 0.01G 0 was the average.
It is standard procedure in TSA to remove global trends in the data in order to observe behavior on smaller time scales. To this end, Labview subroutines parsed the segment of each force and conductance pair where the conductance trace entered and le a window around 8.65 Â 10 À3 G 0 . This removed the larger trend related to the decreasing number of molecules in the junction. These segments were then checked to ensure they were of minimum length to exclude any conductance samples which did not have a plateau in that window. Fig. 1(e) shows an example pair of traces clipped down to the rst plateau where close relationships between modulations in force and conductance are observed. Finally, the mean of each trace, both force and conductance, were subtracted to offset each trace to zero. This ensured that when the correlation calculations were conducted, only the force changes DF and conductance changes DG, measured from the plateau, were compared and not global trends encompassing the entire plateau. These were the segments which were used to create the plots in Fig. 3 . DF and DG 2DHs [ Fig. 3(a) , (c) and (e)] were created to emphasize the distribution of values. Bin sizes were 0.077 ms for time, 0.020 nN for force, and 1.4 Â 10
À4
G 0 for conductance. Fig. 3(c) revealed no signicant trend in DG aside from the Gaussian distribution. Fig. 3(a) , however, showed a tendency towards a multi-modal behavior in DF, an attribute also reected in the FC-2DH of Fig. 3(e) . This multi-modal distribution of DF suggested it favored specic magnitudes of change. This is further claried in the F-2DACH [ Fig. 3(b) ] and G-2DACH [ Fig. 3(d) ]. In Fig. 3(b) the change in force of À0.21 nN was correlated to a change in force of 0.29 nN. Similarly, in Fig. 3(d) , a DG of À3.8 Â 10
À5
G 0 was anti-correlated to a DG of À1.5 Â 10 À3 G 0 . In both cases, this change was from the average plateau value. The sign not only revealed signicant correlations in the changes, but it specied whether those changes result in an increase or a decrease in conductance and force. The correlation (anticorrelation) of pairs of force (conductance) values indicated that within any given trace, there was a strong possibility that when a change of DF (DG) of one value was observed, so too was the DF (DG) of the other. molecule twisted during the initial stages of a break junction there was a corresponding effect on the conductance and force. 13, 23, 32 During the relaxation of the twist, when bond distances between the conducting p-orbital of the molecule and the s-orbital of the Au were slowly returning to an overlapped orientation, there were periods of rapid change. One such jump resulted in a rise and fall of force of magnitude 0.08 nN and corresponding increase in conductance of 6 Â 10 À5 G 0 . High conductance could be achieved either when the molecule was in a perpendicular orientation within the junction and the N-Au bond was minimized, or when the molecule was orientated at a close angle to the substrate, allowing the p*-LUMO to be more favorably aligned with the s-orbital of the Au. These competing inuences on the conductance of the 4,4 0 -bpy break junction made the conductance highly sensitive to the orientation of the molecule and the contacts, resulting in modulations of the conductance and force when any of these factors changed during elongation. The DFT simulation calculated the predicted changes in force and conductance due to specic orientation changes, and the FC-2DCCH results suggested promising agreement with the predictions, within a reasonable order of magnitude and limitations of the uncertainties as a consequence of discrete bin sizes and resolution. The second region of interest, marked with a black square in Fig. 3(f) , corresponded to (DF, DG) ¼ (À0.40 nN, 1.2 Â 10 À4 G 0 ).
This pair was similar to the area marked with an arrow in Fig. 1(e) . A nitrogen terminated molecule bonding initially to the second tier of the Au contact, before slipping down to the apex under strain, showed similar characteristics in the force and conductance traces. 24 During this slip the force quickly changed by À0.6 nN and a rise and fall of conductance of magnitude 4 Â 10 À4 G 0 was calculated. 13 Within an order of magnitude, the simulated results of this precise junction trajectory, and the FC-2DCCH, as calculated from experimental data here, are in agreement.
Au-Au chains formed at the contacts in a 4,4 0 -bpy SMBJ were predicted to undergo both conductance increase and decrease as the bond angles of the zigzag chain adjusted during junction elongation. 25 Oscillations in the conductance of about 20% due to Peierl's distortion were reported when the number of Au atoms in a chain went from odd to even. Au chains as long as four Au atoms were possible when involved in a SMBJ, 29 so these oscillations occur more than once as more Au atoms are added to the chain in a single plateau, prior to rupture. Other studies suggested large force changes do not necessarily result in large conductance changes.
33 Various other possible Au junction trajectories have been considered with consequences for the correlated force and conductance modulation.
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We have shown the FC-2DCCH technique provides the experimentalist with tools not yet available to plumb molecular-electrode interfaces in nonequilibrium junctions. Higher resolution samples of Au-Au junctions will allow for smaller bin sizes and may reveal the types of conductance oscillations referred to in the previous paragraph. Furthermore, dynamic behavior within molecules will also be measurable. Simulation on the unfolding of a molecule shows promising correlation between a force change of 0.044 nN and changes in the transmission function of the molecular junction. 36 Other possibilities might include quantum chemistry calculations predicting isomers with transition energies less than 1 eV can be measured with CM-AFM to experimentally establish the transition force and identify the effects this transition has on the orbitals and conductance. Such low transition energies might be associated with a ruptured hydrogen bond, or the disruption of a van der Waal's interaction. Short polymers seem a likely candidate.
In conclusion, by expanding upon recent developments in SMBJ data analysis techniques, and drawing upon established formulations in TSA, a 2D crosscorrelation analysis approach is presented with the ability to allow experiments to compare results to predictions made by rst principle simulations for elds including quantum chemistry, molecular force spectroscopy, and molecular electronics. Force and conductance, when measured in unison, were crosscorrelated to compare correlations between modulations of each. Specic changes within conductance plateaus were correlated to modulations within the corresponding force trace, and the magnitude of these modulations found good agreement with break junction trajectories predicted using ab initio calculations. This suggested the capacity for TSA to discover many of the subtleties of single molecular conductance still hiding in the data and allow for closer cooperation between experiments and simulations.
